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new, visual drag-and-drop.Q: Can I use SQL Server to do my data
science? Can I do data science using SQL Server? I have very basic
experience in SQL Server and just need to make it possible to get the
job done. My requirement is: I have a bunch of data (tables), e.g.,
years 2013-2017, and for each year, data need to be recorded for 3
countries, e.g., EUR, US and Asia. I want to make a graph for each
country showing the level of fluctuation in each year. My challenge:
There are around 100 tables, and each table contains huge data. So I
need to make it possible to do my data science in SQL Server. A:
Using SQL Server for analytics jobs seems to be a pretty unusual
thing to do. The main reasons for this would be: It is a very difficult
thing to learn and there is a lot to learn, so you will end up getting
bored fast. It won't be of as much use as a tool like Hadoop or Spark It
is perhaps not even possible to do what you are trying to do as
efficiently in SQL Server In any case, if you want to learn SQL Server
to do analytics - good luck! But I don't think it is a good approach. A:
SQL Server 2019 and SQL Server
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